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Abstract: This study presented a novel scheme of detector generation and the concept of hyper-ring detector was proposed. Especially, the level of abnormality in equipment was detected with this new detector generation scheme. The reverse $k$-nearest neighbor algorithm and the $k$-means clustering algorithm were used in detector generation process. The presented method was experimented with both famous benchmark Fish’s Iris data and real-world datasets. Preliminary results demonstrated that the new detector generation scheme had efficiency in detecting the level of abnormality in rolling bearing faults.
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INTRODUCTION

Early detection of abnormality of equipment is very crucial for its security and reliability. If abnormality level of equipment could be detected relatively accurate, the equipment running conditions will be known better. And it is essential in safety production and which could avoids major accidents (Shulin et al., 2002).

Since, Artificial Immune Systems (AIS) have been applied in the field of fault diagnosis, it has received a great deal of attention. Many mechanisms are applied in fault diagnosis and abnormality detection (Liu et al., 2012; Rasheed et al., 2012). The main character of AIS is that only normal data are needed to defense abnormalities. In 1994, the main character was named Negative Selection Algorithms (NSA) by Forest et al. (1994) and was firstly used in computer security and virus detection. From then on, NSA is widely used in anomaly detection in many areas. Shulin et al. (2002) firstly applied NSA in on-line fault diagnosis of rotary machinery and proved it is suitable for equipment fault diagnosis. Detectors originally expressed in binary form but fault diagnosis data are all represented in real-valued form. Dasgupta et al. (2004) investigated detectors in real-valued form which applied in man-in-the-loop aircraft operation fault detection. And the detectors in real-valued form are now widely used in NSA which applied in the field of fault diagnosis.

Though different variations of NSA have been frequently proposed, the main characteristics of this method described by Forest et al. (1994). These NSA variations are mostly concentrated on improving the algorithm performance via alternative detector generation schemes (Dasgupta et al., 2011).

In process of detectors representation method, the main purpose is using the least detectors but obtaining maximal non-self space coverage. After using real-valued form detectors, the detectors are firstly represented in hyper-spheres. Gao et al. (2006) introduced a detector optimization scheme. They used genetic algorithm to obtain the maximal possible radius of detector $j$ without any overlapping with all the self samples. Ji and Dasgupta (2009) proposed detectors with variable-sized and variable-shaped which reduced false alarm rate as well as raised coverage in non-self space.

Other researchers tried to represent detectors in hyper-ellipsoid (Shapiro et al., 2005) and in hyper-rectangular (Ostaszewski et al., 2006, 2007). Researchers have done a lot of outstanding works in detector representation method but there are still some problems. Firstly, it is still too many detectors for covering non-self space and the more detectors, the lower speed of algorithm. Secondly, for abnormality detection, detectors have no relationship with the level of abnormality. So most abnormality detection methods can only tell there is abnormal but can’t tell how serious it is (Shulin et al., 2002).

If the border of self samples set could be recognized, the self space will be defined and the rest of the state space was considered to be abnormal space. The further the sample, the higher abnormality it will be. In this study, a novel detector generation scheme was introduced and the detectors were named hyper-ring detectors. The
reverse \( k \)-nearest neighbor algorithm was used in recognizing the border of self samples. The \( k \)-means clustering algorithm was used in searching for the center of self samples set. Hyper-ring detectors were generated according to the center and border of self samples set. At the same time, the level of abnormality was calculated in accordance with hyper-ring detectors and the border of self samples set. The presented method was proved effective with famous benchmark Fish’s Iris data and ball bearing test data from Case Western Reserve University (http://www.case.edu).

THE NOVEL DETECTOR GENERATION SCHEME

The reverse \( k \)-nearest neighbor algorithm: The Reverse \( k \)-Nearest Neighbor (RkNN) method was firstly proposed by Korn and Muthukrishnan (2000). It was effective in locating border of a database. In this study, the RkNN was used in recognizing the border of self samples set.

The RkNN algorithm was based on (kNN) algorithm and the distance between each two samples was calculated by Euclidian Distance. For \( N \) dimensional sample \( S_\alpha (S_\alpha \in \text{self samples set}) \), its similarity with \( S_\beta (\alpha \neq \beta) \) is as follows:

\[
\text{Sim}(i,j) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\sum (S_\alpha - S_\beta)^2}}
\]

Self samples have relative low similarity were marked and its number is \( k_1 \). Then calculating reverse \( k \)-nearest neighbors for the \( k_1 \) self samples by RkNN and put the result in num. And judging whether the self sample is a boundary point according to threshold \( k_2 \). For example, if num\(<k_2\), the self sample is a boundary, or it is not.

The RkNN in recognizing border of self samples was verified by two experiments in this study:

- The 1000 random distributed points in a circular area and 202 points on the border are used in testing. It was shown in Fig. 1.

In order to recognize border of this circular area, parameter \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) should be chose properly. To choose parameter \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \), a experiment that reflect relationship between different parameter combinations and the border recognition rate had been down. The result was shown in Table 1.

From Table 1, it could be seen that when \( k_1 = 350 \) and \( k_2 = 270 \), the border of circular area could be recognized relatively accurate. The recognition result was shown in Fig. 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( k_1 )</th>
<th>202</th>
<th>230</th>
<th>250</th>
<th>270</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>79.20</td>
<td>84.15</td>
<td>89.11</td>
<td>91.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>85.36</td>
<td>91.08</td>
<td>94.05</td>
<td>96.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>94.05</td>
<td>94.55</td>
<td>97.52</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>81.23</td>
<td>91.58</td>
<td>96.53</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1: Distributed map of random points in circular area

Fig. 2: Border of circular area when \( k_1 = 350 \) and \( k_2 = 270 \)

- The 1000 random distributed points in a five-pointed star area and 280 points on the border are used in testing. It was shown in Fig. 3.

Relationship between parameter combinations and border recognition rate in five-pointed area was shown in Table 2.

From Table 2, it could be seen that when \( k_1 = 30 \) and \( k_2 = 400 \), the recognition is pretty high. The border recognition result was shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 3: Distributed map of random points in five-pointed star area

Fig. 4: Border of five-pointed area when \( k_1 = 30 \) and \( k_2 = 400 \)

Table 2: Choose different parameter combinations and the corresponding recognition rate in five-pointed area (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( k_1 )</th>
<th>280</th>
<th>310</th>
<th>340</th>
<th>400</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>81.89</td>
<td>88.53</td>
<td>93.32</td>
<td>95.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>84.55</td>
<td>90.29</td>
<td>94.22</td>
<td>96.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>89.53</td>
<td>91.44</td>
<td>96.41</td>
<td>98.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>73.08</td>
<td>81.46</td>
<td>87.69</td>
<td>95.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 1 and 2, it can be concluded that, for certain \( k_1 \), the recognition rate is raised with the addition of \( k_1 \) and for certain \( k_2 \), the recognition rate with \( k_2 \) increasing is firstly raise then decreased. In process of operation, the larger \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \), the more time it needed. So, proper value of \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) have great effect on the performance of RkNN algorithm. According to the two experiments, RkNN was certified that it can be used in recognizing the border of self samples set.

Fig. 5: Schematic diagram of a 2-level hyper-ring detector

**k-means clustering algorithm:** Recent years, the \( k \)-means clustering algorithm was widely used in clustering (Xu et al., 2011; Garg and Jain, 2006; Tran et al., 2011; Jaradat et al., 2009), Image Compression (Venkateswaran and Rao, 2007; Mahi and Izabatene, 2011) and data preprocessing (Hemalatha and Vivekanandhan, 2008). After recognizing border of self samples set, the \( k \)-means clustering algorithm was used in defining the center of self samples set in this study.

**Detector generation method**

**Definition of hyper-ring detector:** The center of self samples set \( C \), interior radius \( R_i \) and outside radius \( R_o \), forms a t-level hyper-ring detector. T-level hyper-ring detector was represented as \( d_t = [C, R_i, R_o] \). Figure 5 is shown the 2-level hyper-ring detector in two dimensions.

In Fig. 5, "*" represents self samples and slash area represents incomplete self space which is expressed as \( \text{norm space} = [C, R_i] \). Grid area represents 2-level hyper-ring detector which is expressed as \( d_t = [C, R_i, R_o] \). The area between incomplete self space and 2-level hyper-ring detector is 1-level hyper-ring detector, it is expressed as \( d_1 = [C, R_i, R_o] \). Some self samples will be located in hyper-ring detector areas by this detector generation algorithm.

**Process of hyper-ring detector generation:** In this study, all of the samples are in \( N (N \in \mathbb{N}) \) dimensional. The border of self samples set is \( S_1 = [S_{c_0}; S_{c_1}; \ldots; S_{c_n}] \) and the center of self samples set is \( C = [c_0, c_1, \ldots, c_n] \). The detector generation steps are as follows:

**Step 1:** \( k \)-means clustering algorithm was used in calculating the center of self samples set
Step 2: RkNN was used in calculating the border of self samples set

Step 3: Euclidean Distance was used in calculating distance between any self samples on the border $S_a$ and the center $C$. The distance was:

$$\text{dis} (C, S_a) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (c_i - S_{a_i})^2}$$

and wrote down the distance in temp

Step 4: Find the minimum value in temp

Step 5: The interior diameter of 1-level hyper-ring detector is $R_i = \text{min} \text{ temp} + r_i$, and $r_i$ is the radius of self samples

Step 6: Distance between center $C$ and the furthest position in $[0, 1]^d$ is $L$, so step of each hyper-ring detector is:

$$\text{dir} = \frac{L - R_i}{t}$$

The t-level hyper-ring detector can be represented as $d_i = [C, ((t-1) \times \text{dir} + R_i), (t \times \text{dir} + R_i)]$.

It can be seen from Fig. 5, some self samples are located in hyper-ring detector area. So self samples have to be used in detecting abnormality and they were called self detectors. Definition of self detectors is as follows:

Step 1: For any self samples $S_a$, calculating distance between $S_a$ and self samples center $C$. It was:

$$\text{dis} (S_a, C) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (c_i - S_{a_i})^2}$$

if $\text{dis} (S_a, C) \leq R_i$, put these self samples in self 0. And if $\text{dis} (S_a, C) > ((t-1) \times \text{dir} + R_i)$, $(t \times \text{dir} + R_i)$, put them in self $t$, $t = 1, 2, \ldots$

Step 2: Calculating the border of self samples in self $t$, $t = 1, 2, \ldots$ by RkNN algorithm. And put the results in $S_h = \{S_{a_1}, S_{a_2}, \ldots, S_{a_k}\}$, $p = 1, 2, \ldots$

Step 3: The border of self samples in t-level $(t = 1, 2, \ldots)$ hyper-ring detector are considered to be self detectors, they were represented as $d_t = [S_{a_k}, r_t, t]$

According to hyper-ring detectors and self detectors, computational time will be reduced. Schematic diagram of hyper-ring detectors and self detectors is shown in Fig. 6.

It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the self detectors were circled. They were circled by dark gray in 1-level hyper-ring detector area and they were circled by black in area of 2-level hyper-ring detector. The hyper-ring detectors and self detectors are used together to detect the level of abnormality in equipment.

**SPECIFIC STEPS IN DETECTING ABNORMALITY**

**Proposed anomaly detection approach**

**Some definitions:** Samples to be detected are $A_g = [a_{g_1}, a_{g_2}, \ldots, a_{g_m}]$, $C$ is the center of self samples set. Similarity between hyper-ring detector and samples to be detected is as follows:

$$\text{Similarity}_1(a_g, C) = \frac{1}{\text{dis} (a_g, C) \times R_i}$$

Where:

$$\text{dis} (a_g, C) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (a_{g_i} - c_i)^2}$$

For any self detector $d_t = [S_{a_k}, r_t, t]$, $S_{a_k} \in$ self $t$, $t > 0$. Similarity between self detector and samples to be detected is:

$$\text{Similarity}_2 (a_g, d_t) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (a_{g_i} - S_{a_k})^2}}$$

The maximum similarity is $\max t = \max (\text{Similarity}_2 (a_g, D_t))$, where, $D_t = [d_{a_1}, d_{a_2}, \ldots, d_{a_k}]$

Intensity of anomaly and level of abnormality. First, judge samples to be detected in which hyper-ring detector area. And then calculate it’s similarity to self detectors located in this hyper-ring detector area. For example, (1) if samples to be detected located in 1-level hyper-ring detector area and then calculating $\max_1$. If:

$$\max_1 < \frac{1}{b}$$
intensity of anomaly is abnormality = dis (ag, C)-R, and
the level of abnormality is 1, or intensity of anomaly is 0
and the level of abnormality is 0 too. (2) When samples
to be detected located in t-level hyper-ring detector area, if:

$$\max_t < \frac{1}{r_t}$$

and similarity between self detectors located in lower than
t-level hyper-ring detector area needed to be calculated.
The maximum similarity between samples to be detected
and self detectors within t-level hyper-ring detector area
is max t:

- When max t< similarity C (ag, C), intensity of
  abnormality is abnormality = dis (ag, C)-R, and the level
  of abnormality rank = t
- When max t≥ similarity C (ag, C), the intensity of
  abnormality is:

$$\text{abnormality} = \frac{1}{\max_t r_t}$$

Under this situation, if:

$$\frac{1}{\max_t r_t} \in (0, R_1),$$

the level of abnormality rank = 1. And if:

$$\frac{1}{\max_t r_t} \in ((s - 1) \times \text{dir} + R_1, s \times \text{dir} + R_1) \{s ≥ 1\},$$

the level of abnormality is rank = S+1

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Experiment of fisher iris data: The famous benchmark
Fisher’s iris data was used to illustrate and test the
anomaly detection method. The iris data set contains 3
classes which named Setosa, Virginica and Versicolor
separately. And there are 50 samples with 4 attributes in
each class. Take the second and the third normalized
attributes as horizontal ordinate and vertical ordinate. The
iris data was shown in Fig. 7.

In Fig. 7, 40 samples of Setosa were used as self
samples set represented by "○" and the rest 10 samples of
Setosa, Virginica and Versicolor were used in testing△,
△.

The level of abnormality was set to 3, r_0 = 0.26 and
dir = 0.5. Using RkNN in calculating the border of self
samples set, parameters were set as k_1 = 10 and k_2 = 18.
The recognition result of the intensity of anomaly is
shown in Fig. 8.

The level of abnormality is shown in Fig. 9.

From Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, it could be seen that one of the
rest 10 samples of Setosa was assigned in 1-level
anomaly. And because of it is a litter far away from self
samples set which can be seen from Fig. 7. At last, the
proposed detector generation scheme can be used in
abnormality detection. In next section, the roller bearing
data from Case Western Reserve University
(http://www.case.edu) would be used to test performance
of the method.
Fig. 10(a-b): The level of abnormality and intensity of anomaly of 28 self samples

Fig. 11(a-b): The level of abnormality and intensity of anomaly of 58 inner race fault samples

Analysis of roller bearing: This study performs wavelet packet transform on the roller bearing signals to extract statistics of approximation coefficients that contain a great part of signal energy as sample-features. According to wavelet packet transform, 118 self samples were obtained, 29 inner race fault samples with 0.18 mm and 0.54 mm each and obtained 29 ball fault samples with 0.36 and 0.54 mm each.

Take 90 self samples randomly as training samples and all of the rest samples as testing samples. The level of abnormality is 4 and interior radius and outside radius for the first three hyper-ring detectors is (0.1,0.90),(0.90,1.30) and (1.30,1.50). There are three experiments.

Took the rest 28 self samples as testing samples, the testing result were shown in Fig. 10.

Took 58 inner race fault samples with 0.18 mm and 0.54 mm as testing samples, the testing result were shown in Fig. 11. Took 58 ball fault samples with 0.36 and 0.54 mm as testing samples, the testing result were shown in Fig. 12.

From Fig. 10, for self samples, they totally have no fault and their intensity of anomaly and the level of abnormality are all classified in 0. The deeper, the more serious fault the roller bearing will be. From Fig. 11, the intensity of anomaly and level of abnormality are all relatively low for the first 29 inner race fault samples with 0.18 mm. From Fig. 12, intensity of abnormality is relatively low for the first 29 ball fault samples with 0.36 mm and the level of abnormality can also reflect running condition. So if self samples are adequate and parameters are set properly, the level of abnormality detecting method in this study is efficient for abnormality detection. According to the level of abnormality, the running condition of roller bearing will be known perfectly.

CONCLUSION

Abnormality detection is important for state monitoring which is significant in production safety. For years, Negative Selection Algorithm (NSA) is widely used in anomaly detection in fault diagnosis. Detector in NSA is a hotspot especially in two aspects: the form of detectors and conflicts between the number of detectors and real-time property problem. In this study, a novel detector generation scheme was proposed based on the RkNN and k-means clustering method. According to the new scheme, the number of detectors could be reduced and could be perfectly used in abnormality detection. When there are enough self samples, this anomaly detection method could have good performance in defining the level of abnormality and which can tell us how the state of equipments was. For future work, more experiment will be done in actual equipment and make further validation of this abnormality detection method.
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